
 

Download the film Pyaar Ishq Aur Mohabbat 2 download for free. The film is an Indian romantic drama film directed by Mohit Suri and produced by Siddharth Roy Kapoor. It stars Arjun Kapoor and Sonam Kapoor in the lead roles. The movie is a sequel to Ishq Vishk. The film was released on 12 February 2014. Aditya Pratap Singh (Arjun Kapoor) is a rich, carefree guy who has an emotional love
story with his ex-girlfriend Surpanakha (Sonam Kapoor). Surpankha marries Sultan Ahmed (Mohit Ahlawat), a very rich business tycoon and leaves Aditya heartbroken. She joins her husband in Paris. Aditya has a very strange behavioural pattern – he doesn't like anyone to feel attached or close to him, or to even dream about their future together – before he gets married. He hates the word 'love'. His
personal motto is "I hate love". His friend Mayank (Parambrata Chatterjee) tells him that he should not let himself get into any other kind of relationship until he gets married to Surpankha. He, then, falls in love with Geet (Alia Bhatt), a BPO employee. He has a dream about their life together and they even move together to America, but she tells him that she's not ready for marriage and wants to
focus on her career. She also points out that she does love him but feels constrained because of his attitude towards relationships and marriages in general. Adi suffers from cluster headaches which bring him to the brink of suicide. During this time he has a dream about himself and Surpanakha going to a café. He wakes up from this dream and calls her. They meet again and he confesses his love for
her. In Paris, Sultan catches them at a party and attacks Aditya. In the scuffle, Aditya pushes Sultan from the roof to his death. Aditya goes back to India with Surpankha, where they get married. Alia Bhatt as Geet Gulshan Tiwari / Gulshan Sharma Akshay Oberoi as Aditya Pratap Singh / Ashwin Oberoi Sonam Kapoor as Surpankha Raghuvanshi / Surpanakha Ahmed Mohit Ahlawat as Sultan Ahmed
Parambrata Chatterjee as Mayank Sinha 

 Movie Released On 12 February 2014.Movie Successful At Box Office.Movie Collected 5 Cr Share Worldwide.Movie Income Total Budget Of 12 to 13 Cr Including Print And Advertising Cost.
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